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Abstract— Methods for the extraction of features from physiological datasets are growing needs as clinical investigations of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in large
and heterogeneous population increase. General tools allowing diagnostic regardless of recording sites, such as different hospitals, are essential and if combined to
inexpensive non-invasive methods could critically improve mass screening of subjects with AD. In this study, we applied three state of the art multiway array
decomposition (MAD) methods to extract features from electroencephalograms (EEGs) of AD patients obtained from multiple sites. In comparison to MAD,
spectral-spatial average filter (SSFs) of control and AD subjects were used as well as a common blind source separation method, algorithm for multiple unknown
signal extraction (AMUSE). We trained a feed-forward multilayer perceptron (MLP) to validate and optimize AD classification from two independent databases.
Using a third EEG dataset, we demonstrated that features extracted from MAD outperformed features obtained from SSFs AMUSE in terms of root mean squared
error (RMSE) and reaching up to 100% of accuracy in test condition. We propose that MAD maybe a useful tool to extract features for AD diagnosis offering great
generalization across multi-site databases and opening doors to the discovery of new characterization of the disease.

Index Terms— Alzheimer’s disease, EEG, diagnosis, multiway array decomposition, PARAFAC, NTD

1. INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most prevalent form of progressive degenerative dementia, affecting 5-10% of the population
above the age of 65 (Ferri et al., 2006). The disease’s clinical symptoms are characterized by progressive amnesia, followed by a
gradual but persistent decline in all cognitive domains that results in global dementia. The neuropathology of AD includes
widespread neuronal cell loss, neurofibrillary tangles (such as aggregation of tau proteins), and senile plaques (including
extracellular aggregates of amyloid β-peptides) starting in the entorhinal cortex and limbic areas during the early stages of the
disease, followed by spreading to other parts of the cortex (Braak and Braak, 1991). Recently, several studies have suggested that
pharmacological treatment of mild cognitive impairment and early AD can slow the development of the disease (Hashimoto et al.,
2005; Pietrzik and Behl, 2005). Thus, accurate early diagnosis of AD is an important issue in both psychiatry and neurology.
Numerous clinical methods have been used extensively to diagnose AD, including neuroimaging techniques (Alexander, 2002;
Deweer et al., 1995; Waldemar et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2006), physiological markers (Andreasen et al., 2001), and genetic
analyses (Tanzi and Bertram, 2001). Among these, the electroencephalogram (EEG) allows low-cost mass screening and may be
combined with cognitive tests like the mini-mental score evaluation (MMSE) for AD diagnosis and symptom quantification (van
der Hiele et al., 2007). EEG-based classification studies of AD using spectral or nonlinear methods have shown about 70-95%
diagnostic accuracy for various degrees of disease severity, such as mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and mild, moderate, and
severe stages of AD. The current application of classification in disease diagnosis is still lacking consistency to reveal their true
power for real clinical applications. Part of the issue and limitations in previous classifications resides in the usage of databases for
validation and test as most of these studies used test EEG datasets that were identical to the training datasets (Huang et al., 2000;
Musha et al., 2002; Pritchard et al., 1994) or subset of the same database (Besthorn et al., 1997; Buscema et al., 2007; Cichocki et
al., 2005; Woon et al., 2007). Some groups have reported about 90% accurate classification of mild AD against healthy subjects
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using resting state EEGs (Buscema et al., 2007; Lehmann et al., 2007; Rossini et al., 2008), yet these studies utilized methods that
were tuned and targeted to particular datasets, often had too large sets of features and classifiers either too complex (i.e.
nonlinear), introducing a bias toward the data’s specific distribution (Haykin, 1994). Few studies have reported AD classification
using EEGs recorded at multiple sites that possess different and independent training, validation, and test datasets (Musha et al.,
2002; Rossini et al., 2008; Woon et al., 2007). An AD classification approach using independent EEG databases may provide a
more clinically applicable and accurate tool for AD diagnosis than biased model selection and database over fitting.
The hallmarks of EEG abnormalities in AD patients are slowed rhythms and a decrease in coherence among different brain
regions (see (Dauwels et al., 2010; Jeong, 2004) for extensive review). An increase in theta and delta activity and a decrease in
alpha and beta activity are often observed (Coben et al., 1985; Coben et al., 1983; Giaquinto and Nolfe, 1986; Pijnenburg et al.,
2004) and reduced coherence of the alpha and beta bands is frequently found (Adler et al., 2003; Dunkin et al., 1994; Locatelli et
al., 1998). Moreover, these abnormalities are correlated with disease severity (Kowalski et al., 2001; Schreiter-Gasser et al., 1994).
EEGs in AD patients, however, usually show high inter-subject variability, particularly when patient groups exhibiting different
severities and comorbidities are considered (Nobili et al., 1999; Pucci et al., 1999). Due to this significant variability, it is difficult
to determine general features among large AD patient populations from different hospitals.
We sought to apply multiway array decomposition (MAD) analysis to the EEGs of patients with mild AD and of age- and
sex-matched healthy subjects to extract signature features for disease diagnosis. MAD is an unsupervised method for investigating
the information content of multidimensional and multivariate physiological data like EEGs, which for example, track time,
frequency, and electrode domains simultaneously. Meanwhile, methods such as principal component analysis (PCA) (Cichocki et
al., 2005) and independent component analysis (ICA) (Melissant et al., 2005) only capture structures within two-way multivariate
matrices (e.g., temporal and spatial features, spatial and spectral features). MAD is particularly suitable for analyzing multichannel
EEG data, such as third-order tensors (Subjects × Frequency × Electrodes) exhibiting multiway linkages and interactions between
subjects and characteristics in EEGs recorded at different hospitals, which cannot be accomplished using conventional one- or
two-way analysis. MAD methods have been applied to EEGs to examine drug effects (Estienne et al., 2001), to detect multiple
cognitive states (Lee et al., 2007; Miwakeichi et al., 2004), to determine artifacts (Acar et al., 2007; Miwakeichi et al., 2004), and
to identify seizure foci in epileptic patients (Acar et al., 2007; Acar et al., 2006) in the time-frequency-electrode space.
In this study, we used two MAD methods including parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) and non-negative tensor decomposition
(NTD) to decompose higher-order arrays and reveal the common signatures of AD. Since we mainly used space and frequency as
discriminative features, we compared our analysis to a simple group average based on spectral-spatial filters (SSFs) as well as more
common two-way decomposition method: algorithm for multiple unknown signals extraction (AMUSE). We used the weights of
each extracted component obtained after application of MAD, SSFs or AMUSE as features, and we compared AD and healthy
subjects with a feed-forward multilayer perceptron (MLP). We trained, validated, and optimized the feed-forward MLP for
classification of AD using two independent EEG databases, only retaining most accurate and least complex models, i.e. least
number of hidden neurons. We also tested the performance of the MLP using a third independent EEG database to determine
the general applicability of MAD to clinical situations. Finally, we demonstrated that this approach could offer a plausible
physiological interpretation of the spectral-spatial properties of AD patients and healthy subjects.
2. METHODS
2.1. Three EEG Databases of AD and Healthy Subjects
EEGs were recorded in three different countries of the European Union (EU) for patients at rest and with their eyes closed. The
number of electrodes and the sampling frequencies of the three EEG databases were all different. These three databases for AD
patients and healthy subjects were produced using BIOPATTERN (University of Plymouth, Plymouth, UK), an EU project aimed
at developing a generalized, clinical EEG model for AD diagnosis and symptom quantification by analyzing subject bio-profiles
and clinical measures recorded from hospitals in different EU countries (Goh et al., 2007; Hamadicharef et al., 2008). The local
institutional ethics committees approved this research and informed consent was obtained from all subjects and caregivers prior to
recording and experimentation. These EEG datasets have been used previously (Goh et al., 2006) and detailed information
regarding the three EEG databases is as follows:
2.1.1. Database A
This EEG database was composed of 24 healthy subjects (aged 69.4±11.5 years; 10 males) and 17 patients diagnosed with a
mild form of Alzheimer’s disease (aged 77.6±10.0 years; 9 males) of British nationality and was compiled at the Derriford
Hospital, Plymouth, Devon, UK. It was shown that no significant effect stemmed from either down sampling and discrepancy of
age between the two groups (Henderson et al., 2006). The patient group underwent full neuroimaging and cognitive testing, but
this test information was not always available due to disparities between districts. EEGs were recorded during 4 minutes at a
sampling frequency of 256 Hz (later down sampled to 128Hz) using 19 electrodes disposed according to the Maudsley System,
which is similar to the 10-20 international system.
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2.1.2. Database B
This EEG database consisted of five age-matched healthy subjects (aged 76.6±5.6 years; 3 males; MMSE 29.3±0.7) and five
AD patients (aged 78.8±2.4 years; 2 males; MMSE 22.3±3.1) of Italian nationality. The subjects were diagnosed with dementia of
the Alzheimer’s type (early-stage, mild form) according to the national institute of neurological and communicative disorders and
stroke and the Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders association (NINCDS-ADRDA) (McKhann, 1984) and diagnostic and
statistical manual of mental disorder, 4th edition (DSM-IV) criteria. They underwent general medical, neuroimaging (magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI)), and psychiatric assessments. Cognitive evaluations were conducted including the MMSE (Folstein et
al., 1975), the clinical dementia rating scale (CDRS) (Hughes et al., 1982), and the geriatric depression scale (GDS) (Yesavage et
al., 1983). EEG signals were recorded during 1 minute at a sampling frequency of 128 Hz using 21 electrodes disposed according
to the 10-20 international system at the University of Malta, Msida MSD06, Malta.
2.1.3. Database C
This database was composed of three healthy subjects (aged 73.5±2.2 years; 3 males; range available only, MMSE 28-30) and
eight age-matched AD patients (aged 75.0±3.4 years; 6 males; range available only, MMSE 20-25) of Romanian nationality and
was obtained from the Ecological University of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania. Patients were diagnosed with a mild form of AD
using psychometric tests (MMSE, CDR), neuroimaging (computed tomography (CT)), and clinical examinations. EEG time series
were recorded during 10 to 20 minutes at a sampling frequency of 512 Hz using 22 electrodes disposed according to the
international federation of clinical neurophysiology (IFCN) standards for digital recording of clinical EEG (Nuwer et al., 1998).
2.2. EEG preprocessing
For each database, EEGs were band-pass filtered (digital second-order Butterworth filter) between 0.5 and 30 Hz. We also
obtained a version of the filtered data that was preprocessed for artifact removal using ICA, a blind source separation (BSS)
technique (Cichocki et al., 2007; Tichavsky et al., 2008) (here called ‘the ICA-processed data’), as compared with the whole
duration data that were only band-pass filtered (here called ‘the filtered data’). The ICA-processed data would represent a data that
is further free from artifact that consistently propagated spatially, and would distort the signal and contribute to a greater
inter-subject variability. For the ICA-processed data, three technicians visually inspected the EEGs and chose the least corrupted
continuous 20-second recordings for our analysis. Each trial was then decomposed using a recently developed version of the ICA
algorithm, an improved weight-adjusted second-order blind identification (IWASOBI). We discarded the sources corresponding to
artifacts such as electrooculograms, electromyograms, and electrocardiograms using three criteria: abnormal wave forms, isolated
sources on the scalp, and sources of abnormally high amplitude. An additional concurrent comparison of each technician’s
inspection was performed. The detailed preprocessing of the EEGs was presented in a previous study (Vialatte et al., 2009). This
preprocessing phase has for main objective to show how effective a technique can be under simple filtering and ICA-filtering
conditions, also highlighting that the later condition might be essential to extract most general features out of a database.
2.3. Data organization
Since EEGs were recorded from the subjects in the resting condition, the focus of this study was oriented towards
region-specific and spectral differences between AD patients and healthy subjects rather than the brain temporal (Moretti et al.,
2004; Signorino et al., 1995). The dataset was organized into the form Subjects × Frequency Band Power × Region. The
frequencies of EEGs were divided into the five bands δ (1-4 Hz), θ ( 4-8 Hz), α 1 (8-10 Hz), α 2 ( 10-12 Hz) , a n d β (12-25 Hz) ,
o b t a i n e d f r o m t h e fast Fourier transform (Welch method, Hanning window, 500-millisecond epochs overlapping by 50%).
Th e r egions represented clusters of specific electrodes (frontal, left temporal, central, right temporal, and posterior regions,
supplementary Fig. 1). This representation reduced the number of features to extract and maintained consistency between subjects
across databases (database A and B have 19 channels, while database C has 20 channels). A similar organization of tensors was
previously proposed to extract common characteristics among subjects based on regional or disease interaction information (Cole
and Ray, 1985).
2.4. MAD methods
The Multiway Array Decomposition is a method that is able to extract common interaction between dimensions (e.g. space, time,
frequency, groups, etc) and summarized them within separate components. In our study, MAD is applied with the assumption that
a limited set of interactions exists and are extractable; those interactions are also assumed to contain discriminative information for
group classification. Note that feature extraction using MAD is unsupervised and constraints were applied to guarantee unique
decompositions.
MAD was performed in this study according to the following steps. (1), an encoding variable matrix SA was estimated from the
largest EEG database (database A) after application of MAD (Fig. 1a). The encoding variable matrix contains the summary of all
extracted common interactions between every dimension of interest, i.e. frequency and space in this study (see section 2.4.2 for the
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extraction of encoding variable matrix), and if applied to a subject, could differentiate that subject based on estimated weights. (2),
we extracted the weights or features of every subjects used for classification by applying the least-square (LS) projection between
the pseudo-inverse of the encoding variable matrix, SA-1, and the matricized tensor towards the ‘subject’ mode, X A (subject ) ,

 

X B (subject ) , and X C ( subject ) of the databases A, B, and C, respectively (Fig. 1b, c and d, left section). A tensor that is unfolded

along a defined dimension to obtain a matrix is referred as matricized tensor (see Fig. 2c). For each subject, we obtained a number
of features equal to the number of component extracted through MAD, typically lower than three. (3), we used the features
extracted from database A to train and validate the MLP models and selected the best model, which exhibited the highest accuracy
and lowest complexity (Fig. 1b). Using the least complex classifier was essential to guarantee the generalizability of the
classification results; typically, linear classifiers were preferred. (4), we utilized the features extracted from database B to
regularize the best MLP model (Fig. 1c). (5) Finally, we tested the regularized version of the model using the features extracted
from database C (Fig. 1d).
A similar approach was used for the Spatial-Spectral Filters method (SSFs). In step (1), we estimated the SSFs as group average
from database A. We then extracted features as in step 2 to 5 using a matrix distance measure on each database following the
identical scheme used for MAD (see section 2.5 for details). For the blind source separation method AMUSE, we limited the study
up to the step 3 (Fig. 1b), due to unsatisfactory classification results compared to the simplest method, SSFs.

Fig. 1. Diagram for the classification of AD using multiway array decomposition and SSFs; (a) the encoding variable matrix SA is originally estimated from
database A using MAD. We extract features by applying the LS-projection between the inverse encoding variable matrix and the ‘subject’ mode-matricized tensor
of a database; (b) using the features extracted from database A, we train MLPs and selected the best model; (c) using the features extracted from database B, we
regularize the best MLP; and (d) the regularized MLP is finally test using the features extracted from the database C.

2.4.1. Comparison between MAD algorithms
Multiway-Array Decomposition (MAD) is a method that tends to separate a multi-dimensional data into either a sum of
components of the same dimensionality, or a core tensor and matrices related to each dimension (Fig. 2a and 2b). MAD
components can be understood as independent components that contains a representative relation between a set of dimensions;
these components are considered as the basis to decompose the data into few templates of interactions just as independent
component analysis (ICA) would decompose a two-way data template independent components. Two MAD methods were used in
this study: PARAFAC (Harshman, 1970) and NTD, which was equivalent to Tucker3 decomposition (Tucker, 1966) with a
non-negativity constraint (Kim et al., 2008).
The main idea underlying MAD is that the extraction of a multidimensional structure from EEG data could highlight important
interactions that are otherwise invisible at lower dimensions. Among them, the PARAFAC model estimates all components
simultaneously based on their multilinear interaction (i.e. trilinearity in this study), and results in an easily interpretable, unique fit
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to the data due to the simplicity of the mathematical model (i.e. linear interaction between dimensions). This model is often easier
to interpret than two-way analysis (Bro, 1997) or complex models, such as Tucker3 and NTD. The NTD model is more general and
flexible than the PARAFAC model, allowing all components of each dimension (also called mode) to interact through the mean of
a core tensor, whereas PARAFAC provides a component-wise tri-linear interaction. The NTD model is applicable to data with
non-negative values and improves the convergence and robustness of the model. We tested the NTD model calculated from the
algorithm based on alpha divergence, a generalized cost function for the optimization of the factorization problem and sparseness
constraint on the core tensor to guarantee uniqueness (Cichocki et al., 2009a; Cichocki et al., 2009b; Mørup et al., 2008).

Fig. 2. (a) PARAFAC modeling of a 3-way tensor; there are R components defined as the outer product of a rank-1 tensor a, b, and c, and E is a residual tensor; (b)
the (P, Q, R)-component NTD decomposition of a three-way tensor. The NTD decomposition results in one matrix per mode (here three modes) of size I × P (i.e. A),
K × R (i.e. B) and J × Q (i.e. C), respectively, and a core matrix of size P × Q × R (i.e. G). Here, R is the number of components of the third mode, which is distinct
from the R for the PARAFAC; (c) the matricization of a 3-way tensor (flattening of tensor). The matricization along its nth mode correspond to the unfolding of the
other modes along this mode; the resulting matrix has the dimension I × JK, J × IK and K × IJ for the first, second and third mode matricization, respectively.
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2.4.2. Extraction of encoding variable matrix using MAD
I J K

PARAFAC is often referred to as a multilinear version of bi-linear factor models. From a given three-way tensor, X  
,
this model is capable of extracting the R-decompositions of rank-1 tensors, where R designates the number of components, which
is identical for each dimension referred as mode in for the remainder of this paper (Fig. 2a):
R

xijk   (ar  br  cr ) ijk  eijk ,

(1)

r 1

I R

J R

K R

, and cr is the rth column vector of C  
,
where ar is the rth column of A   , br is the rth column vector of B  
which are the component matrices (also referred to as loadings or factors) of the first, second, and third modes, respectively.

E   I  J K is the residual error tensor. The operator ◦ designates the vector outer product, defined as follows: given three
column vectors x, y, and z of respective sizes I, J, and K, W  x  y  z is a tensor of size I × J × K if and only if wijk  xi y j z k .
In this analysis, the component matrices A, B, and C refer to the mode ‘subject,’ ‘frequency band,’ and ‘region,’ respectively.
I  J K

Given the three-way tensor X  
, its (P, Q, R)-component NTD model, where P, Q, and R designate the number of
components for each of the three modes, is given by:
P

Q

R

xijk   g pqr aip b jq c kr  eijk ,

(2)

p 1 q 1 r 1

A   I  P , B   J Q , and C   K R are the component matrices of the first, second, and third modes, respectively.
G   PQ R is the core tensor of the model and E   I  J K is the residual error tensor. An illustration of the NTD model is
where

shown in Fig. 2b.
The mode-n matricization of tensor X (i.e., tensor unfolding in the direction of the nth dimension) (Fig. 2c) can be formulated
after PARAFAC decomposition, which was expressed as the column-wise Kronecker product (Khatri and Rao, 1968) of
PARAFAC modes, as shown in Eq. 3:



X ( n )  M ( n ) M ( n 1)  ...  M (1)  M ( N )  ...  M ( n 1)
X ( n )  M ( n ) S M( n ) ,
where M(n) is the component matrix of mode n and
M(1) = A and S A  

R JK

, M(2) = B and S B  

SM(n)

R IK



T

(3)

is the corresponding encoding variable matrix. In our analysis,

, or M(3) = C and

S C   R IJ for the modes n = 1 (subject), 2

(frequency), and 3 (region), respectively. The operator  denotes the column-wise Kronecker product of two matrices. It is
particularly interesting to examine Eq. 3 for n = 1 (subject mode) (Fig. 1a), where SA is the encoding variable matrix whose folded
version contains matrices of Frequency Bands Power × Region (the outer product of ‘mode frequency’ and ‘mode region’) for each
component and A (‘mode subject’) is the weighted contribution of each subject to each component’s matrix (Frequency Bands
Power × Region).
From Eq. 2, it is possible to derive the equivalent of Eq. 3 for the NTD models as follows:
Q

P

R

xijk   g pqr aip b jq c kr
p 1 q 1 r 1

P

Q

R

  aip  g pqr b jq c kr
p 1

q 1 r 1

P

A
  aip S Pjk
p 1

,
I P

R JK

(4)

, and P is the number of components in the first mode (the equivalent of R for the PARAFAC
where A   , S A  
model). The matricization for the case of n = 1 (‘mode subject’ on the left side and ‘mode component’ on the right side) of Eq. 4
leads to Eq. 3. For the NTD model, we utilized the percentage of explained variance to estimate the number of components in
database A.
In any MAD model, it is possible to extract the weighted contribution of the ith subject (that is, the ith row of the component
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matrix of the ‘mode subject’) relating to the mode of frequency and region (Eq. 3 and 4). We used database A to obtain the
encoding variable matrix SA (Eq. 3 for PARAFAC, Eq. 4 for NTD) (Fig. 3a). It was then possible to calculate the approximate



values of the weighted contributions of subjects of any database using the LS projection X test
1



2007). Here, S A denotes the pseudo-inverse of SA and X test

( subject ) S A1  A~ (Lee et al.,

(subject ) is the matricization of the tensor X

test

along the ‘mode

subject’ (Fig. 3b).

Fig. 3. Feature extraction using multiway array decomposition: (a) from an original database (database A), the MAD allows one to extract the encoding variable
matrix SA; (b) the LS projection of the encoding variable matrix SA on the unfolded (i.e. first mode matricization) version of any database (three-way tensor
Subjects × Frequency Band Power × Region) returns the feature matrix A that contains R (PARAFAC) features.

2.4.3. Estimation of number of components
The optimal fitting of the model depends on the number of components R (PARAFAC) or (P,Q, R) (NTD). In this study, we
opted for validation of the model (i.e. choice of number of components) based on the core consistency (Bro and Kiers, 2003). The
core consistency diagnosis roughly tests a MAD complexity by assessing how much an additional component would be affected by
random variation. For the PARAFAC model estimation using database A, we found that R = 2 was a reasonable choice for the
number of components. For the NTD models, the values (P, Q, R) = (2, 1, 2) (the number of components for the ‘mode subject,’
‘frequency,’ and ‘region’) produced the maximum of the explained variances of the model’s core (Pravdova et al., 2002) as well as
the maximal percentage of fit.
2.5. Spectral-spatial filters
Spectral-spatial filters (SSFs) are matrices that are mean representations of each group from their spectral and regional
repartition of powers. We obtained two SSFs by averaging the values of the matrices (Frequency Band Power × Region) over the
subjects in the control group (FCTR) and the AD group (FAD). The MAD method fits a model and decomposes it into two
components with relation to (Frequency Band Power × Region), F1 and F2 whereas SSFs are mere averaging of the original data
knowing the group compositions. By analogy, this step corresponds to step (1) of the MAD method described in Fig. 1a. The
approach preserves the regional repartition of power for each frequency band. Similar use of spectral filters has been applied to
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classification, yet this study did not consider the regional grouping of electrodes (Wu et al., 2008). It is important to note that
because each SSF contains information from a single group, the classification associated with SSFs is supervised, as compared
with MAD, where the features are extracted in an unsupervised fashion.
To extract the features associated with the SSFs, the matrix scalar product, also known as the normalized Frobenius inner
product, was applied as a distance metric D between subject’s (Frequency Band Power × Region) matrices, Fsubjects, and the SSFs,
as given in Eq. 5:

D( A, B ) 

A: B
,
A. B

(5)

where A and B are Frequency Band Power × Region matrices; A: B is the Frobenius inner product of the matrices A and B,
defined as A : B  trace( A B ) ; and ||.|| is the Frobenius norm, defined as A 
T

trace( AT A) , where

T

denotes the

conjugate transpose of a matrix. The distance D is used to compare the SSFs FCTR and FAD with each subject's matrix
(Frequency Band Power × Region), Fsubjects, thus yielding two features per subject. This step is analogous to the second step
of the MAD methods, in which we extracted features from the database tensors by applying the normalized Frobenius inner
product subject-wise to the Frequency Band Power × Region matrix, instead of the LS projection.
As for the MAD methods, after the extraction of features, MLPs were trained using features from database A and the
model with the highest accuracy and lowest complexity was selected. This model was regularized using the features from
database B and then tested using the features from database C.
2.6. Classification: training, validation, regularization, and performance testing
Classification procedures include the estimation of a classifier’s quality based on its probability of correctly identifying
unknown data. According to Cover’s theorem, the more complex a model, the higher the risk of over fitting, which biases a model
toward its training set (Dreyfus, 2005; Myung, 2000). The estimate of true error rates loses its reliability in the case of small data
sets and/or a large number of parameters (Buscema et al., 2007; Rossini et al., 2008).
In general, model comparison using classification results is irrelevant, since classifiers are often dependent on thresholds. The
gold standard was to implement the validation set only for model comparisons using area under the curve (AUC) statistics or root
mean squared errors (RMSEs) which measures offers a global perspective on the classification performance, independently of a
threshold, and thus a more suitable to compare models’ generalizability. We implemented a feed-forward multilayer perceptron
(MLP) as a classifier using the Matlab® Neural Network toolbox™ 4.2 (Demuth and Beale, 1994). Since the number of features
for each subject was equal to two for the MAD-based classification (R = 2 for the PARAFAC, P = 2 for the NTD) and for the
SSF-based classification (the comparison of two SSFs for each subject), the number of neurons in the input layer was equal to two.
The MLP was trained using a Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation with sigmoid transfer function over 100 iterations. The
linear neural networks (i.e., no hidden neurons) returned a post-training unique solution, while solutions from the nonlinear
versions (i.e., up to three neurons in one hidden layer) were non-unique. A sigmoid transfer function was used in the MLP.
We modulated the classifier’s complexity using the number of hidden units, and we applied a leave-one-out cross-validation
RMSE to the validation set (database A). Over-fitting was prevented using an early stopping criterion on the validation set
(database A) and the regulation set (database B). Once the best model was trained, performance estimation was conducted using an
independent test set (database C).
3. RESULTS
Using the normalized Frobenius inner product (i.e., matrix scalar product; see Eq. 5), we computed the distance D as similarity
between each component of the folded version of the encoding variable matrix SA of the PARAFAC and NTD models (the
equivalent of the SSF obtained from MAD; see Eq. 3 and 4) and the SSFs (FCTR and FAD). We found high D values between the FAD
and the first component of the PARAFAC (D = 0.9346) and the NTD (D = 0.9867) models, as summarized in Table 1. This result
indicates that MAD characterized common interactions in AD group closely to the average spectral-spatial characteristics that
group in an unsupervised manner. Meanwhile, the spectral-spatial characteristics of the healthy subjects closely matched the
second component of the NTD (D = 0.9456), while the second component of the PARAFAC visually exhibited a strong
non-region-specific influence from high frequencies (α 1 , α 2 , and β bands) yet did not exhibit the characteristic peak in α 1 - b a n d
power (that is, characteristic of a healthy subject in the resting state condition). This result implies that MAD could differentiate
spectral-spatial characteristics in the data that were common to AD, indicating a slowing of frequencies. The NTD was able to
extract additional information in its second component that was closely related to the SSF of the healthy subjects.
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Table 1. Distance D between the SSF (average filters; supervised) of ADs (FAD) and controls (FCTR) and each spectral-spatial filters extracted from the
multiway decomposition methods (unsupervised); The number of component for the PARAFAC and NTD was equal to two, hence two filters (#1 and #2)
were obtained for each model. The metric used is the normalized Frobenius inner product; a distance >= 0.90 and >= 0.95 indicate similar (*) and very
similar (**) matrices, respectively.

SSF
FCTR
FAD

FAD
0.785
1.000

PARFAC
#1
#2
0.525
0.349
0.935*
-0.295

NTD
#1
0.864
0.987**

#2
0.946*
0.576

We then estimated the classification performance of the ANN model with zero (linear) to three neurons (one hidden layer) using
features extracted from the filtered version of database A. We compared the five features of frequency band powers (mean of each
frequency band power over all electrodes, with no regional distinction) extracted using both a BSS method (i.e., algorithm for
multiple unknown signals extraction, or AMUSE (Cichocki et al., 2007); see also Supplementary Information 1) and the
supervised method based on the SSFs proposed in this paper. Since the quality of extracted features is of interest, we decided to
focus on the results describing the use of linear classification (MLP with no hidden layer). We found that AMUSE (70.7%, RMSE
= 0.51) significantly increased the classification performance of the average power on filtered data taken alone (61%, RMSE =
0.52) (mean frequency band power over all electrodes) (Table 2). Organization into five frequency bands and five regions of
filtered data (average Frequency Band Power × Region filters, SSF, over the control and AD groups) further improved
classification accuracy (85.4%, RMSE = 0.35, linear classifier). This result indicates that the use of additional dimension (the
‘mode region’) improves the classification performance. We observed that AMUSE did not show satisfactory classification results
either using filtered or ICA-processed data (data not shown). Following, we only included SSFs and MAD method for the
classification on ICA-processed data.
Table 2. Comparison of the classification accuracies after LOO cross-validation for the filtered data (frequency band only, no regional grouping), AMUSE method
and SSF on filtered data; for nonlinear neural network model (i.e. # hidden neuron > 0), it provides the mean and standard deviation of accuracy, and the maximum
accuracy is shown in bracket. Unique solutions are found for linear model of neural network (i.e. # hidden neuron = 0), hence no mean accuracy is provided. The
classification accuracies obtained by linear classification is marked in bold. The corresponding RMSE can be found in the supplementary table 1.
# of Hidden
Neurons

0

Training

71.8%

Validation

61.0%

Training

80.5%

Validation

70.7%

Training

90.3%

Validation

85.4%

Filtered Data

AMUSE
on Filtered Data

SSF
on Filtered Data

1

2

3

91.9±0.5
(92.8%)
61±3.9
(68.3%)
85.5±0.1
(85.6%)
75.6±1.9
(78.0%)
89.3±2.2
(93.7%)
71.9±6.0
(87.8%)

89.7±1.5
(93.0%)
63.4±7.2
(80.5%)
88.9±1.7
(92.0%)
61.0±5.0
(70.7%)
92.2±2.2
(96.5%)
71.4±6.1
(85.4%)

97.3±1.2
(100)
70.7±5.4
(80.5%)
96.3±1.0
(97.9%)
58.5±5.4
(68.3%)
93.9±1.8
(97.4%)
71.2±5.7
(85.4%)

We trained and validated an MLP using the features based on the ICA-processed database A using SSFs, PARAFAC and NTD.
We trained and validated an MLP using the features based on the ICA-processed database A using SSFs, PARAFAC and NTD. In
addition, we tested the classification accuracy of conventional a two-dimensional decomposition method, singular value
decomposition (SVD), on the subject-mode matricized tensor of database A (supplementary information 1): the tensor Subjects ×
Frequency Band Power × Region becomes a matrix of size Subjects × (Frequency Band Power × Region). This decomposition
method represents a simpler alternative to the extraction of unique features for classification from tensors database which could or
not take advantage of additional mode (e.g. region) information. The classification based on SSFs and ICA-processed data yielded
a classification accuracy of 87.8% (RMSE = 0.30) (Table 3). This indicates that ICA preprocessing improves the classification
performance, as compared with that of filtered data (85.4%, RMSE = 0.35 (Table 3). The classification based on unfolding and
SVD showed accuracy of 87.1% (RMSE = 0.38). This indicates that the conventional two-dimensional decomposition combined to
matricization seems to not take advantage of the additional modes of the tensor data (i.e. regional grouping), also showing the
superiority of multiway structure for feature extraction. Among the MAD models, NTD exhibited the highest classification
accuracy (97.6%, RMSE = 0.20, linear classifier), while PARAFAC had lower classification performance (92.7%, RMSE = 0.30,
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linear classifier). This result indicates that MAD methods are able to generalize better than SSFs.
Table 3. Comparison of the classification accuracies after LOO cross-validation for SSF on ICA processed data, SVD on ICA processed and matricized data, and
PARAFAC (R = 2) and NTD (P, Q, R) = (2, 1, 2) on ICA processed data; for the nonlinear neural network model (i.e. # hidden neuron > 0), it is provided the mean
and standard deviation of accuracy, and the maximum accuracy is shown in bracket. Unique solutions are found for linear model of neural network (i.e. # hidden
neuron = 0), hence no mean accuracy is provided. The classification accuracies obtained by linear classification is marked in bold. The corresponding RMSE can be
found in the supplementary table 2.
# of Hidden
Neurons
SSF
on ICA
processed Data
SVD on ICA
processed
matricized Data

0

Training

97.4%

Validation

87.8%

Training

97.6%

Validation

87.1%

Training

97.6%

Validation

92.7%

Training

97.6%

Validation

97.6%

PARAFAC

NTD

1

2

3

90.3±2.6
(95.7%)
83.9±3.7
(92.7%)
96.7±0.8
(97.5%)
89.5±3.6
(95.1%)
86.2±2.6
(91.8%)
82.6±5.1
(92.3%)
93.0±2.0
(96.6%)
90.9±3.0
(95.1%)

92.1±2.2
(97.4%)
83.4±3.7
(92.7%)
94.6±1.0
(93.7%)
87.8±3.4
(92.7%)
93.0±2.1
(93.7%)
87.3±3.5
(92.7%)
94.4±1.8
(97.6%)
92.4±2.8
(97.6%)

94.4±1.8
(98.2%)
84.0±3.8
(92.7%)
97.8±1.0
(97.6%)
88.3±3.0
(92.7%)
95.8±1.6
(92.7%)
89.4±2.7
(95.1%)
95.0±1.3
(97.6%)
93.9±2.6
(97.6%)

The regularization dataset, database B, was used to tune the classifiers using the early stopping method. The regularization based
on an independent database ensured reduction of over fitting and thus helped to obtain a generalized, better classifier. The results
for the linear model are summarized in Table 4. We found that SSF (RMSE = 0.31), PARAFAC (RMSE = 0.30) and NTD (RMSE
= 0.31) had a classification accuracy of 90.0%, indicating only one misclassified subject (Supplementary Information 5).
We verified the trained and tuned models using database C as the test set. The models were left unmodified at this point. All
models exhibited classification accuracies of 100% (Table 4). Notably, PARAFAC showed the best generalization properties
among the three MAD models, with an RMSE of less than 0.11, a sensitivity of 94.1%, and a specificity of 91.7% for database A;
a sensitivity of 80.0% and a specificity of 100% for database B; and a sensitivity and specificity of 100% for database C. From a
classification perspective, the MAD- and SSF-based methods performed similarly. However, the RMSE result indicated that
unsupervised MAD-based methods are more reliable than the supervised SSF-based method in terms of generalizability (i.e., lower
RMSE values). We also verified that PARAFAC was able to perform better than SSFs when applied to the filtered data using the
model trained on ICA-processed data, indicating that features were less influenced by noise after data processing and could recover
discriminative information even in the presence of noise.
Table 4. Recapitulative classification using linear classifiers (MLP with no hidden neurons) results in training, validation, regulation/optimization and test
conditions using SSF, PARAFAC and NTD. The two best models are marked in bold for each of the four steps of classification.

SSF
PARAFAC
NTD

- Accuracy (%)
- RMSE
- Accuracy (%)
- RMSE
- Accuracy (%)
- RMSE

Database A
Training
Validation
97.4%
87.8%
0.16
0.30
97.6%
92.7%
0.15
0.30
97.6%
97.6%
0.16
0.20

Database B
Regulation
90.0%
0.31
90.0%
0.30
90.0%
0.31

Database C
Test
100%
0.19
100%
0.11
100%
0.13

4. DISCUSSION
In this study, we used unsupervised MAD models to extract features for classification of mild AD and have demonstrated that
the methods are generalizable using three multi-centric, independent databases. The MAD methods using five frequency bands and
five region groupings have performed better on average than the supervised SSF-based method: classification accuracy over
97.4% (RMSE <0.16) for training, 92.7% (RMSE <0.30) for validation, 90.0% (RMSE <0.31) for regulation, and 100% (RMSE
<0.20) for testing, respectively. This approach has outperformed previous methods in AD classification and diagnosis (Buscema et
al., 2007; Lehmann et al., 2007; Rossini et al., 2008) while reducing 25 features (5 frequency bands × 5 regions) to two linearly
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separable features (R = 2 for PARAFAC, P = 2 for NTD). The extracted feature also showed a meaningful association with the
average spectral-spatial characteristics of healthy and AD subjects (Table 1).
Using the NTD method, we obtained the highest classification accuracy, 97.6%, under training and validation conditions, as
compared with PARAFAC (training, 92.7%; validation, 92.7%). In contrast, the supervised approached using SSF obtained a
classification performance of 97.4% in the training condition and 87.8% in the validation condition. Both the supervised (SSF) and
unsupervised (MAD) methods used in this study performed similarly, as compared with previous studies of resting state EEGs in
mild AD and control patients under training and validation conditions (Buscema et al., 2007; Lehmann et al., 2007; Rossini et al.,
2008). As far as regulation conditions are concerned, all methods exhibited 90.0% classification accuracy, where a single AD
outlier was consistently misclassified (Supplementary Information 5). Using a small number of simple features, the MAD methods
extracted characteristics that linearly differentiate AD patients from controls with accuracies around the current limit of the field
(97.7%) in an unsupervised manner.
More significantly, application of this method without any further modification to the third database resulted in 100%
classification accuracy with an RMSE as low as 0.11 for PARAFAC and 0.13 for NTD. This result is of clinical importance since
the data were obtained from different hospitals and since different EEG recording facilities had varying sampling rates, channel
positioning, and possibly data quality. The method presented here demonstrates strength in identifying meaningful features as well
as in its general application to physiological datasets including different parameters. To our best of knowledge, none of the
previous reports (Buscema et al., 2007; Lehmann et al., 2007; Rossini et al., 2008) used a test database that was completely
independent from the training and validation datasets used to construct the classifier for mild AD. This method of diagnosing AD
based on EEGs recorded at different hospitals may thus be clinically applicable for mass screening.
We assessed the similarity between unsupervised SSFs obtained using MAD and supervised SSFs calculated from each clinical
group (Table 1). The MAD methods decomposed database A into two components for the ‘subject mode’ (R = 2, PARAFAC; P =
2, NTD), which was highly similar to the SSFs (Table 1). Therefore, it may be possible to extract the common characteristics of
each group from their spectral-spatial profile. Additionally, MAD may be capable of efficiently differentiating dominant structures
in the database, such as the spectral-spatial characteristics of healthy and AD subjects. MAD could then distinguish subjects based
on modal interactions in an unsupervised manner, based on the assumption that the features in the modes (Fourier Power over
different regions and bands in this study) contain the information of discriminative power (Cole and Ray, 1985).
We observed that, for healthy controls, the repartition of power was equivalent between all regions, which showed a
characteristic peak in the α1 band of the EEG. The AD patients exhibited the typical ‘slowing of frequencies,’ with globally
decreased powers in the α1 band and high powers in the θ band, as compared with control subjects. We suggest that by using novel
types of features, including the interaction of several modes (e.g., frequency, region, and time), MAD could help to characterize
and differentiate groups in a mode-wise fashion, thus allowing new hypothesis formulation on group profiles.
Comparing the classification performance of the SSF and MAD methods between filtered-only and ICA-processed data
(Tables 2 and 3), ICA-processed data performed better for both the SSF and MAD methods. Thus, we suggest that the presence of
noise may reduce classification performance and data preprocessing, and that noise reduction using ICA or other techniques should
be included as a crucial step for mass screening methods. We additionally showed using SVD on subject-mode matricized data
(Table 3), that MAD are able to take advantage of the multiway structure to improve feature extraction, which was not an effect due
to filtering or addition of mode only. With the increasing number of mode, the matricized tensor of data might not reveal a
complete interaction between every variable presented, resulting in less meaningful decomposition (Cichocki, 2011).
Two-dimensional decompositions coupled with matricization are, however, a powerful and simple approach to unique
decomposition of tensor. The choice of constraints (e.g. statistical independence, orthogonality, sparseness, non negativity and so
on) shall play a critical role in the meaningfulness and efficiency of this decomposition approach, and such demonstration shall be
reserved for future studies.
There are several limitations to the current study, including the size of the databases used for regularization and testing. To
produce a better estimate of the true error rates in the testing condition, more than several tens of test subjects in each clinical group
are required. To compensate for such limitations, importance should be placed on extensive outlier analyses and anti-over fitting
techniques that can be applied before the actual training and regularization of a classifier. We are investigating the classification
performance of this method using large populations of AD and healthy subjects from different hospitals. In addition, although
MAD methods are unsupervised, the actual organization of data (i.e., no random shuffle between subjects of each group) possibly
helps to extract the correct spectral-spatial characteristics for classification, indicating a possible influence of the EEG data
structure for the extraction of the original features. This has not been tested yet but will be examined in future investigations.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 1
Algorithm for Multiple Unknown Signals Extraction (AMUSE)
AMUSE is a BSS technique that relies on second-order statistics for spatiotemporal decorrelation. In its original usage,
components are extracted from an EEG signal (i.e., combining several observables and/or electrodes) and the five most
significant components are selected based on the ‘best linear predictability’ criterion. The assumption underlying its use is that
components are spatiotemporally decorrelated and less complex, as indicated by their linear predictability, compared to a
mixture of EEG components. The five selected components are ordered from the higher to the lower value of the singular value
of their time-delayed covariance matrix.
Similar to PCA, the components extracted by AMUSE are uniquely defined and consistently ranked (unlike ICA).
The algorithm is applied to the multichannel EEG time series x(t) and can be described in two steps: (1) prewhitening of the
data: application of standard and robust prewhitening (sphering) as the linear transformation x1 (t )  Qx (t ) with





Q  R x1 / 2  (VV T ) 1 / 2  V ( ) 1 / 2 V T , where R x  E x(t ) x T (t ) is a standard covariance matrix; and (2) singular
value decomposition (SVD): SVD can be obtained for a time-delayed covariance matrix using





R x1 x1  E x1 (t ) x1T (t  1)  UV T , where Σ is a diagonal matrix with decreasing singular values (i.e., ordering of source),
and U and V are orthogonal matrices of left and right singular vectors. The final unmixing (separation of sources using
observables) matrix W can then be estimated as the following factorization: w  U Q . The PCA used for AMUSE
T

implementation was part of the ICALAB signal processing package [1].
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
In this paper, SVD algorithm was applied to a the subject-mode unfolded tensor of the database A , A (subject). Using this
approach, we can confirm that the introduction of additional variable (i.e. matrix form) or mode (i.e. tensor form) can be
exploited differently. The SVD decomposition was performed using MATLAB® (MathWorks, Inc.). The number of
component was set to three (i.e. corresponding to 90% of the explained variance). The reduced matrix (Subject x Component)
was used for further classification in training condition and leave-one-out cross-validation condition (Table 3 and
supplementary Table 3).
[1] A.

Cichocki,

S.

Amari,

K.

Siwek,

and

T.

Tanaka,

"ICALAB

Toolboxes,"

in

URL:

http://www.bsp.brain.riken.jp/ICALAB, 2007.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 2
Topological Grouping of Electrodes
Supplementary Fig. 1. Topological grouping of electrodes in five regions. Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 denote the frontal, left temporal, central, right temporal and
posterior regions, respectively.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 3
Supplementary Table 1 and 2 (RMSE values) associated with Table 2 and 3 (Classification accuracy), respectively

Supplementary Table 1. Comparison of the classification RMSE after LOO cross-validation for the filtered data (frequency band only, no regional grouping),
AMUSE algorithm, and SSF on filtered data; for nonlinear neural network model (# hidden neuron > 0), it provides the mean and standard deviation of RMSE,
and the lowest RMSE is shown in bracket. The RMSE obtained by linear classification is marked in bold.

# of Hidden Neurons

0

Training

0.3
8

Validation

0.5
2

Training

0.5
1

Validation

0.5
1

Training

0.2
1

Validation

0.3
5

Filtered Data

AMUSE
on Filtered Data

SSF
on Filtered Data

1
0.38±0.0
2
(0.33)
0.54±0.0
3
(0.46)
0.34±10-4
(0.34)
0.46±0.0
2
(0.44)
0.25±0.1
3
(0.21)
0.36±0.0
4
(0.27)

2
0.22±0.1
1
(0)
0.56±0.0
5
(0.41)
0.26±0.0
7
(0.16)
0.58±0.0
3
(0.50)
0.22±0.1
3
(0.14)
0.46±0.0
3
(0.26)

3
0
0.53±0.0
5
(0.43)
0.14±0.1
1
(0)
0.64±0.0
4
(0.55)
0.19±0.1
5
(0)
0.48±0.0
4
(0.22)

Supplementary Table 2. Comparison of the classification RMSE after LOO cross-validation for the SSF on ICA processed data, SVD on ICA processed and
matricized data, and PARAFAC (R=2) and NTD (P, Q, R) = (2, 1, 2) on ICA processed data; for nonlinear neural network model (i.e. # hidden neuron > 0), it
provides the mean and standard deviation of accuracy or RMSE, and the min RMSE is shown in bracket. Unique solutions are found for linear model of neural
network (i.e. # hidden neuron = 0), hence no mean is provided. The RMSE obtained by linear classification is marker in bold.

SSF
on ICA
processed Data

SVD on ICA
processed matricized Data

# of Hidden Neurons

0

Training

0.1
6

Validation

0.3
0

Training

0.1
5

1
0.19±0.1
2
(0.15)
0.37±0.0
3
(0.28)
0.16±0.0
2
(0.15)

2
0.19±0.1
4
(0.13)
0.36±0.0
4
(0.23)
0.16±0.2
3
(0.08)

3
0.16±0.1
7
(0)
0.37±0.0
4
(0.27)
0.03±0.0
6
(0)
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Validation

0.3
5

Training

0.1
6

Validation

0.3
0

Training

0.1
6

Validation

0.2
0

PARAFAC

NTD

0.31±0.0
5
(0.31)
0.26±0.1
6
(0.15)
0.35±0.0
4
(0.25)
0.22±0.1
5
(0.15)
0.28±0.0
4
(0.20)

0.34±0.0
4
(0.30)
0.15±0.1
6
(0)
0.33±0.0
4
(0.24)
0.21±0.1
5
(0.15)
0.26±0.0
5
(0.16)

0.34±0.0
4
(0.27)
0.14±0.1
4
(0)
0.31±0.0
4
(0.21)
0.19±0.1
3
(0.15)
0.24±0.0
5
(0.10)

Classification using PARAFACand SSFs on the filtered Data
We tested the classification performance of the selected models (i.e., after training, validation, and regularization on
ICA-processed data) on filtered data (i.e., EEG time series that were filtered only). As shown in Supplementary Table 3,
up to the regularization database (database B), all models exhibit similar performance for ICA-processed data except
SSF, which exhibits poorer performance on the training set (database A; accuracy > 85.4%). The difference between the
accuracies of PARAFAC (> 90.9%) and the SSF (> 72.7%) is even more evident on the test set (database C). The
information extracted from the ICA-processed data (weighted contribution, modal interaction) seems to lose some
accuracy when applied to filtered data. This demonstrates the importance of data being artifact-free such that any
discriminative characteristics remain unaffected. Moreover, the method based on PARAFAC provides better
generalization of the subject distinction from an unsupervised perspective as compared with that of supervised SSF.

Supplementary Table 3. Classification performance on the filtered data using the linear classifier trained validated and regularized on ICA processed data
using the PARAFAC method.

PARAFAC
SSF

- Accuracy (%)
- RMSE
- Accuracy (%)
- RMSE

Database A
90.2%
0.31
85.4%
0.36

Database B
90.0%
0.31
90.0%
0.31

Database C
90.9%
0.41
72.7%
0.49

SUPPLEMENTARY 5
Misclassified Subjects in the Regulation Process (Database B)
We analyzed the misclassified subject present in database B. The subject presented in Supplementary Fig. 1 was diagnosed
with mild AD (female; MMSE = 21; two years of higher education, mean group = 8.3). However, the global spectrum of this
subject exhibited outlier properties as compared with the mean frequency repartition of control and AD subjects. This subject
was systematically misclassified by all methods used in this paper.
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Supplementary Fig. 2. Misclassified subject’s Fourier spectrum in database B (regularization database) compared with the
average Fourier spectrum of control and AD groups.

